
MEnU

COCKTAILS Yuzu Margarita
Tequila, yuzu and Triple Sec, a magical combination that sustains the Ninja!

22

Okinawa Paradise  
Haku Vodka, lychee liqueur, apple, rose & lime, garnished with a lychee and a 
whimsical touch of quick‑change magic.

22

For Goodness Sake 
Roku Gin, sake, yuzu & pineapple, served high with even higher garnish. As the 
old Shinto proverb goes, the higher the garnish, the closer you are to the Kami.

22

Saketini      
Haku Vodka stirred down ice cold with the umami palate of our favourite sake,  
served martini‑style with a slice of cucumber.

20

Toki Highball Buck    
Toki Blended Japanese Whisky served highball style with ginger beer and  
a candied ginger swizzle.

20

Vodka, Bubble Lime & Soda  
Haku Vodka mixed with fresh lime, soda and finger lime caviar, direct from 
Japan’s favourite 90s holiday destination… Queensland. It’s like bubble tea with 
a bit more adulting!

20

G&T Maho Style    
Roku Gin, elderflower, yuzu and a slice of lotus root. A magical twist on a classic 
drink.

15

Red Eye      
We give you beer, tomato juice & lemon! Because Japan is a country of 
unparalleled quirky, but awesome, innovation. 

16

UMESHU Ota Shuzō ‘Dokan’ Umeshu – Shiga 
Made by infusing a 1 year old sake with ao‑ume [green ume] and korizato  
[rock sugar], this umeshu has a depth of flavour rarely seen. Completely 
additive free ‑ 45ml served on the rocks or as a spritz.

15 | 20

BEER Sapporo      12

PRE-MIX Suntory -196 Double Lemon 6% 15



SAKE Choose between our three regions & styles in a traditional masu sake 
cedar box. Alternatively, share a duo carafe between 2 people.

Solo / Duo

2022 Heiwa Shuzo KID Junmai Ginjo | Wakayama  
A light & fruity style that is well balanced. The palate is layered and fresh  
with a fine acidic backbone.

15 | 28

2021 Miyako Bijin Shuzo Usagi | Awaji-Shima 
Usagi is a naturally fermented sake. Bold & flavourful with a rich,  
deep complexity. 

15 | 28

2022 Kirei Shuzo Karakuchi 80 | Shizuoka 
‘Karakuchi 80’ has a rich textural palate with dry minerality and an intensely 
spice‑laden mid‑palate of licorice and pear. 

15 | 28

SHOCHU Kenjo Kofukuro Roasted Barley Shochu – Kyushu 
Made with roasted barley, this refined shochu has a fragrant nose of malt, 
coffee and woody spice. 45ml served Koyomi highball-style with soda and  
a slice of air‑dried citrus.

15

WHISKY Nikka Miyagikyo Single Malt   
This premium whisky from the Miyagi prefecture is elegant and fruity with a 
distinct Sherry cask influence. Made in pot stills, heated by indirect steam, it 
is best enjoyed unadulterated on the rocks. 

28

WINE Sparkling, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Rose, Pinot Noir

LOW & NO Ichigo Delight - 0% ABV   
Hand‑crafted ‘umajun’ mocktail blending strawberry, vanilla and green tea.

12

Kudamono Magic - Low ABV
0% gin, umeshu, watermelon, lemon, pineapple juice and a dash of rose syrup.

20

G&T - 0% ABV   12

Ramune Original - 0% ABV 7

Oi Ocha Iced Green Tea - 0% ABV   5

Cola / Cola No Sugar 5

Water Still / Sparkling    6

TAKE US HOME

Lantern A beautiful lantern of delicate patterned paper. 23

Masu sake Handmade and direct from Japan, this cedar drinking cup is a perfect 
momento... and makes a great desk‑top tidy. 15

Cards Maho Magic Bar playing cards, poker style. Become a magician!  
(Or, have a game of Snap). 12

Coaster Light up tomorrow night (at home) with an illuminated Maho coaster in pink or 
blue. 8

ICE CUBES Pimp your home cocktails with our led ice cubes, activated by liquid! 30
DAZZLING 
Headband

Light up The Garden, and everywhere else, with our custom made neon 
headbands. Choose between KAWAII (pink), MAGIC (blue) or MAHO (Ice blue). 
Batteries included.

100

MAHO FAN Cool down Edo-style. 5

SHOT GLASS Feeling lit? Take home our unique light‑up shot glass to keep the party going. 10


